Let a 1 , ... , am be independent random points in IRn that are independent and identically distributed spherically symmetrical in IR n. Moreover, let X be the random polytope generated as the convex hull of a1, ... , am and let Lk be an arbitrary kdimensional subspace of IR n with 2 -: : : : ; k -: : : : ; n -1. Let X k be the orthogonal projection image of X in Lk. We call those vertices of X, whose projection images in Lk are vertices of Xk as weil shadow vertices of X with respect to the subspace Lk . We derive a distribution independent sharp upper bound for the expected number of shadow vertices of X in Lk.
Introduction and main results
We consider m independent random points a; that are identically distributed spherically symmetric in IRn. Tobe more formal, let a; = r; w; (1) be the polar representation of a; with r; in J.Rt and w; E sn-l, where r; and w; are stochastically independent. r; has the distribution function F, i.e. F(r) = Pr(r; ::::; r) for r E [O, 00 ), while w; is uniformly distributed Oll the unit sphere sn-l in IRn. Without loss of generality we assume F continuous from the right. In addition, we assume that the distribution of the a; has no mass in the origin, i.e. F(O) = 0. Moreover, let X:= conv(a 1 , ... , am) (2) be the random polytope generated as the convex hull of ai, ... , am·
For any k-dimensional subspace Lk C IRn, k E {2, ... , n -1}, let PLk be the orthoprojector onto Lk and let be X's shadow polytope in Lk. We call those vertices of X, whose images under PLk are vertices of Xk as well, shadow vertices of X with respect to Lk. We denote the number of
shadow vertices of X with respect to Lk with vk(X). The number of vertices of Xk is denoted by v(Xk)· By definition, vk(X) = v(Xk)·
The question we deal with is: How many vertices of X are shadow vertices with respect to Lk? In a deterministic framework, the answer is easy: Let a; be pairwise different points in IRn. Then, for any p E { 1, ... m} and any subspace Lk there is an arrangement of the a; such that vk(X) = p. Thus, worst-case analysis gives no information.
In this paper, we study the expected number E( vk) of X's shadow vertices with respect to Lk in the stochastic model described above.
We will prove the following upper bound of E( vk) that holds independent from the particular choice of the distribution in our stochastic model:
Theorem 1: For any 2 ~ k ~ ln/2J and m ~ n + 1 holds:
with 2 1
n-k Ck(n) := --(27r n)2(n-1). n-kB(n-k ~)
' (5)
Discussion:
1. The upper bound ( 4) is sharp as one can prove for the particular case of uniformly Oll the unit sphere 5n-l distributed a; that for fixed n and k the expectation 
E( vk) satisfies the asymptotic equation lim (k~f~t(LiJ
for k = 2 m must be at least n + 1, for k = 3 must hold m ~ 6n. This means, the bound is meaningful even for relatively small values of m if k is small. In general,
at least the order of magnitude (n/2)(k-l)(n-l)/ 2 (n-k) in order to compete with the trivial upper bound. Thus, if k , . . . . . , n{ for n -t oo and an E E (0, 1], m must be exponentially large.
The analysis shows that in case of moderate n and not too small k there is some need for estimates between the bound of Theorem 1 and the trivial upper bound. Theorem 3 delivers a scale of upper bounds depending on a parameter that can be chosen in an optimal way with respect to the particular triple ( m, n, k) under consideration.
The question for the number of shadow vertices of X can be discussed in the framework of vertex processes in rn,k. As the points a; are identically and spherically symmetrically distributed in rn,n we may assume without loss of generality that Lk = lin(e 1 , ... , ek), which we identify with rn,k. lt is a basic observation that we can interpret the points b; = PLka;, i = 1, ... , m, as independent and identically distributed points spherically symmetrical in rn,k with the radial distribution function (6) (9) Thus, r--+ µnrn-l f(r), r E R+ is the radial density function. 
Fk we have
We represent b and b in polar Coordinates. Let b = sw with s E IRt' w E 5k-l, and b = tw with t E ffici and w E 5n-k-1 • Then, we get after integration on the spheres 00 00
We substitute s 2 = u 2 -t 2 in (11) and obtain by use of (9) and (12) 00 ,,/u.2-h2
Now, we substitute t = uJy and u = h/~ in (13) and get
Finally, we integrate (14) by parts and obtain the desired formula (8) . As any radial distribution function F is a pointwise limit of an appropriate sequence of radial distributions with densities, we conclude from Lebesgue's theorem that (8) 
i=l Thus, by the identical distribution of the b;, the expectation
with b = bm. Now, we evaluate a representation for Pr(b E conv(b 1 , ... , bm-1)) in the framework of facet -additive polytope functionals -a concept introduced by the author [6] . In order to do that, we need some more notation. For any non-degenerate event { bi, . .. , bm} let 
r This means, the mass of 51 is added if 51 is a boundary simplex of the first kind and is subtracted if Sr is a boundary simplex of the second kind. Observing the identical distribution of the bi, we average on the choice of the bi and on the choice of b and get (19) for any fixed set of indices J. The representation in (18) is a decomposition of Pr( b E X') in functionals of the poytope Xk 's boundary simplices. We call such a functional !-additive, which refers to facetadditive. Almost all interesting polytope functionals have such a decorriposition property, which is very useful for the calculation of expectations and variances of these functionals under spherically symmetrical distributions. For a survey the interested reader is referred to [6) . With exactly the same technique used above for Pr( b E X') we can evaluate a representation of the functional Pr(cone(X') = IR.k)=Pr(O E int(X')). lt holds:
Hence, if we write (16) in the form
and use (19) and (20), we obtain
By geometrical insight, the left summand on the right of (21) is independent from the specific underlying distribution and was independently calculated by Schlaefli and later 
lnserting (23) Next, we try to simplify the expectation on the right of (24). Obviously, the probability , Pr(b E cone(S1) \ S1) depends on b;, i E J, and b, only. Thus, preparing the evaluation of the expectation in (24) we calculate E(cr(X', !)) for fixed b;, i E J, taking the average on bi, j rf. I. By spherical symmetry, the probability on the right hand side of (25) is independent from the specific choice of the hyperplane. So, we take 1-l1 := he 1 + lin( e 2 , •.. , ek) and obtain (26) where b(l) is the coordinate of b in the direction of e 1 . Ouc next observation is that Gk does not depend on k. We remember that b E IRk can be considered the projection of a random point a E IRn that is spherically symmetrically distributed with radial distribution function F. Obviously, for b = PLka holds
as the first k :::: 2 coordinates of a remain unchanged under the projection. As the b; are independent and identically distributed for i rf. I, we have
The function G is wellknown and was introduced by Renyi and Sulanke [10] lt is a hard job to calculate Pr( b E cone( S 1) \ S 1) exactly as the geometry is rat her complicated. So, we estimate it moderately from above. Before, we introduce a notation for the spherical angle generated by S 1: let
where Ak-l denotes the Lebesgue-measure of dimension k -1.
Lemma 5: For any spherically symmetrical distribution in IRk with radial distribution function Fk holds:
(31)
Proof: For each b E cone(S1) \ fh holds llbll 2 > h1. Hence
Let b have the polar representation b = sw with s E JRt and w E Sk -l. Then, by independence of w and s we obtain Pr(b E cone(S1) \ hrBk) = Pr(w E cone(S1) n sk-l )Pr(r > h1 ).
As w is uniformly distributed on 5k-
By definition, we know that F(h1) = Pr(r > h1) and (31) follows. can introduce h = h1 as an independent variable. The law of total probability gives 00
The function A has a surprisingly simple representation in terms of Gk = Gas was proved by the author. We state it in a form that is reduced to our needs: 
(37)
Now, we substitute t = G(h) in (35) and denote G for the inverse function of G, 1.e.
h = G(t) and G(G(t))
. We obtain:
We define where a and b are independent with radial distributions F in IR.n and Fk in IR.k respectively. In (40), the inner probability is calculated with random a and fixed b, whereas the outer probability depends on random b. Using (38) and (39), we obtain immediately from Lemma 3:
Lemma 7: For any spherically symmetrical distribution in IR.n and m > n > k 2:: 2 holds:
If we replace Hk(t) by its trivial bound 1 in Lemma 7, the right hand side of (41) equals m. This means that the estimate of Lemma 7 is not too rough. Now, the only matter left is to estimate the function Hk independent from the underlying distribution.
Lemma 8: For any spherically symmetrical distribution in IR.n and 2 :S k :S n -1 holds
with Ck(n) as in (4) .
Proof: We take Fk in its representation (14). The kernel 9f this integral is a reduced beta function with upper bound
0
We insert this upper bound into (14), substitute x = 1 -h 2 /r 2 and obtain
Now, we estimate the integral on the right of (44) from above with Jensen's inequality and get
Moreover, it is not hard to prove that JLn(n-l) :::; ~-Thus, we obtain 
with Ck(n) as in (5) and
We estimate the integral of the upper bound in Lemma 7 from above, if we replace Hk(t) by its upper bound given by Lemma 8. With 
and obtain ( m-2)
as ( m -1) / m increases for m > n. lt will be sufficient to prove that S k ( n) 2 1 for n 2 2k.
For Ln/2J 2 k 2 4 we know that
Thus, we obtain from (59) by use of monotonicity arguments:
and the proof is complete.
0
As we mentioned in the discussion after Theorem 1 the emphasis of our estimate was on optimality of the order of growth in m and we saw that m has to be very large for a competition with the trivial bound m if k is not small enough. 
0 Thus, if we insert (66) in (14) and substitute x 2 = 1 -h 2 /r 2 we get
We estimate the integral on the right of (67) 
Proof: Like in the proof of Corollary 1 it is enough to show that R~cr)(m, n) ::; 0. We will prove daim (72) for k 2: 4, only. The particular cases k = 2 and k = 3 are omitted here, as they are easily obtained from the definition of R~a).
We have for m > n 2: 2k 2: 8:
where sicr)(n) is defined by
We have to prove that Ska)(n) 2: 1. Using monotonicities we get immediately
On the other hand, for k 2: 4 holds
and we are clone. That means for any m 2: 1 + e~k that there exists an a > 0 such that the bound of Theorem 3 is better than the trivial one. If k is not too big and m is not too small, it is a good choice to take a = 1/2. Here, we can derive from Corollary 2 that (72) is meaningful 
Concluding remarks:
In this work we have considered expectations of Vk exdusively. lt is a natural question to ask whether the expectation E( vk) is reliable or -more formally spoken -whether Pr(\vk -E(vk)\ 2: tE(vk)) is small for some t > 0. For fixed n and k and large m the answer is affirmative for particular distributions within the dass of spherically symmetrical distributions. For instance, if the distribution is concentrated in the unit ball and if the radial distribution function Fis regularly varying near 1, Var(vk)/E 2 (vk) tends to zero as m tends to infinity. This can be shown using methods introduced by Groeneboom [4] and Hueter [5] . Hence, by Chebychev's inequality the expectation E( vk) is reliable as the probability of a relative deviation tends to zero for m -t oo. For moderate m there is no satisfying answer. The only fact known so far is due to Devroye [3] , who proved for a dass of convex hull variables covering our variables vk that the quotient E(vD/EP(vk) is bounded from above for any p E IN, where the bound only depends on p. Unfortunately, these bounds are to big for showing reliability in the above described sense. So, the question for good tail bounds for the distribution of E(vk) is open. Another interesting open question is the following: The distribution independent upper bound of Theorem 1 is sharp for the uniform distribution on the sphere, cf. the discussion following Theorem 1. We conjecture that the expectation E( vk) for any fixed k, n, m attains its maximum value if and only if the ai are uniformly distributed on a sphere.
